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J. Phys. France 50 (1989) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Thus there exists a finite temperature crumpling transition between this flat phase and the hightemperature, crumpled phase. The presence of this transition makes the behavior of Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphys:0198900500140178700 polymerized and fluid membranes qualitatively different. Although the notion of the crumpling transition was in fact first introduced for fluid membranes [6] one can show that in these systems the flat phase could be stabilized only in the presence of the long-range forces (or for abstract, theoretical membranes, whose intrinsic dimension D exceeds two). In a sense, the coupling of bending or « undulation » modes with the elastic « phonon » modes, present for polymerized membranes, induced such effective long-range interactions.
The very existence of a flat phase at D = 2 is surprising. In fact, it is possible to consider the flat phase to be one, in which the Euclidean symmetry with respect to the space in which the membrane is embedded is broken. Since this symmetry is continuous, one would expect the Mermin-Wagner theorem to forbid such a spontaneous symmetry breaking for bidimensional systems [7] . This paradox can be lifted in two ways : on the one hand one might argue, as we have just mentioned, that the effective phonon-mediated interaction among undulations is long-range, and does not fall therefore within the scope of the Mermin-Wagner theorem ; on the other hand one may, perhaps more interestingly, draw the conclusion that the elastic coefficients are nontrivially renormalized, in contrary to the regularity assumptions usually made in the elastic theory of membranes [8] [9] [10] . From both points of view the nature of the flat phase is worth investigating.
The up-to-date studies always considered a fluctuating membrane with free boundary conditions. We find that the nature of the crumpling transition and of the flat phase is made much clearer, if one considers constrained boundary conditions, in which the boundary of the membrane is attached to a rigid frame [11] . With a suitable choice of the frame, this induces a homogeneous tension or compression on the membrane. The tension applied to the frame can be considered as the field f conjugate to the order parameter describing the crumpling transition. Thus we consider as the parameters of the model both the temperature and the field f. The case of free boundary conditions, considered by the previous authors [3, 4, 9, 
Model.
We define here the continuum model [3, 4] [8] [9] [10] or to completely suppress the average planar shape of the membrane and to induce a crumpling transition [3, 4, 10] . The notion of such a transition was introduced in the context of the thermal behavior of fluid membranes [6] . It [1, 3, 4] .
The crumpling transition can be investigated by means of the elastic continuum models described in the previous section [3, 4] . In the presence of fluctuations the average configuration of the manifold will be different from the one at rest, with free boundary conditions the manifold will in general shrink from its configuration at rest. This effect can be aptly described The behavior of such Gaussian elastic manifolds has already been thoroughly investigated [12, 13] . In the absence of excluded volume interactions, they fold into very convoluted configurations [12] . A Actually the fractal dimension dF and the exponent q are related by Below the crumpling temperature, the membrane is flat on average, and its extension factor equals 'sp(T). This phase has been investigated in references [9, 10] . It is remarkable, since it may be described at all temperatures below Tc as a critical phase. In fact, it is possible to conceive the crumpling transition as one, below which the Euclidean symmetry in ambient space is spontaneously broken.
The deformations :
can be therefore decomposed into parallel deformations ui (« phonons ») and transversal deformations h (« undulations ») by means of :
where The fields (ai h ) play the role of Golstone modes and are thus « massless » (the kinetic energy of h is proportional to k4) . In contrary, the fields (aiuj) get a « mass » (the kinetic energy of Ui is proportional to k2) . Equation (3.14) is analogous to the decomposition of the spin field into cr and 7T fields in the low temperature phase of 0 (n ) symmetric magnetic models. In that case, the effective Hamiltonian for the (n -1 ) Goldstone modes 7T, which governs the infrared behavior of the model, is the free one :
and the corresponding exponents can be obtained by power counting. This is not the case for the rigid phase we are discussing. The Goldstone modes (ah ) are now interacting in this phase, i.e. the effective Hamiltonian at large distances is no more the free one. One can define the exponents q', n'u by means of the behavior of the inverse propagators rh(h2)@ F (2) of h and u respectively : These exponents can be also interpreted in the following way. Since the fields h, ui are interacting, the elastic constants K, À, 1£, are nontrivially renormalized and turn out to be dependent on the wave vector q. One has therefore other exponents will be introduced in the next section.
The crumpling transition has been investigated :
(i) for D = 2, to first order in a 1/d expansion, by means of a nonlinear version of the elastic model (2.12) [3] . This model is obtained by taking the limit Àü, bt 0 ---&#x3E; cc in equation (2.12) and is analogous to the nonlinear u-model for 0 (n) symmetric magnetic systems. In this limit, one introduces the constraint that the induced metric of the fluctuating manifold be equal to the rest metric g?j. One [4] (2).
(iii) in d = 3, D = 2 a real-space renormalization group calculation has been performed [14] which suggests that the crumpling transition remains continuous. (ii) in an s-expansion, with E given by (3.26) [9] . It To investigate further the nature of the fixed point describing the flat phase it is convenient to introduce constrained boundary conditions.
The phase diagram.
To make the nature of the crumpling transition clearer, it is convenient to consider constrained boundary conditions, in which the extension factor e may be different from its spontaneous value (sp(T). We introduce therefore the (T, e ) plane, where we draw the curve (F, sp(T)). We obtain therefore the diagram of figure 1. The properties o f the buckling transition will be investigated below in the framework of the e-expansion (Sects. 5 and 6). In appendix A we also obtain the exponents for the buckling transition in the limit d -oo They satisfy a set of scaling laws which will be made explicit in the framework of the eexpansion. (2.9) . This is an expression of the physical fact that even if the size of the frame is equal to the size of the membrane at rest (at T = 0), the membrane will in general shrink because of thermal fluctuations and an effective tension T will thus be generated. This phenomenon is actually a consequence of the imposed boundary conditions. With free boundary conditions, it is indeed possible to reset T = 0 by a suitable isotropic shift of u ' (Ui -+ Ui + (1 -'sp) ui). In particular, this is automatically performed if one uses a dimensional regularization scheme. (It is a property of the dimensional regularization scheme that if a strongly relevant field is set to zero in the bare Hamiltonian, it remains zero in the renormalized one). Such a procedure is however only consistent when free boundary conditions are adopted. The introduction of a frame implies imposing fixed boundary conditions on the displacement u i (u 1 -0 on the boundary of an hypercube of side eL) and thus forbids us to perform any shift on ui. In that case, a non-vanishing tension coefficient T must be considered and its renormalization has to be investigated. 6 . e expansion for the buckling transition. -the critical surface (corresponding to a flat membrane without tension) is as expected defined by T R = 0 (vanishing renormalized tension) ; -on the critical surface the R.G. flow has the following properties depicted in figure 3. [9] . However in the effective theory described by (6.3) The linearized rotational invariance (5.10) implies [9] which relates the anomalous dimensions of u and h.
The exponents S', v' u and v h associated to the buckling transition are in fact not independent from q'. Indeed one has These relations which have no physical meaning at P3, are however formaly true at that point.
The scaling relation (6.9) connecting S' to n' was first derived in [10] in the following way. One can introduce a tension by setting TR = 0 (thus considering the critical theory) and by introducing a linear term 8H which breaks explicitly the symmetry (5.10) In (6.11) the tension f appears as the conjugate of the field ui. Thus the anomalous dimension of f is related to that of ui and, using (6.8), (6.9) can be easily obtained.
In our approach, where the tension has been introduced through the relevant coupling constant To, the relation (6.9) follows from the fact that 8 Another interesting point can be raised on the structure of the R . G flow for the rotationally invariant model of elastic membranes obtained in [4] . On the critical surface, which corresponds then to the crumpling transition, the R . G flow has, at first order in e = 4 -D and for d &#x3E; 219, the same global structure as the R . G flow for the buckling transition depicted in figure 3 . A fixed point P4 analogous to P4 describes the crumpling [15] . The theory of such objects predicts for instance a non-trivial crumpling transition between the low-temperature rigid phase and the high-temperature crumpled phase. Although only few polymerized membranes have been created up to now in a laboratory [16, 17] , further theoretical investigations of the thermodynamic properties of these systems seem important in view of future experiments. In this paper we have generalized the theory of a fluctuating elastic membrane to the case where a nonzero tension is exerted on its boundary. In the rigid phase this tension will increase the lateral extension of the membrane (beyond its « spontaneous » value corresponding to the free boundary conditions). An interesting phenomenon occurs if one decreases then the tension so that the membrane relaxes to its spontaneous size. Such a relaxation can be viewed as a critical phenomenon, with some characteristic non-trivial exponents. The fact that the exponents do not have usual, « mechanical » values (e.g. like the linear Hooke's law between the tension and the extension) is one of the consequences of the breaking down of the classical theory of elasticity. Indeed, thermal fluctuations do modify the classical behavior of the elastic membranes. More interestingly, if the lateral tension was decreased further the membrane would transform to a buckled state with coexisting rigid regions of different orientations. Therefore, it is natural to call the critical phenomenon introduced above the buckling transition.
The field theoretical calculations presented here try to quantitatively describe the nature of this transition. The simplest way to verify our results, and in particular the values of the critical exponents, is to perform a Monte Carlo simulation of tethered surfaces similar the simulations which observed the crumpling transition [2, 5] . Obviously, the experimental situation is much more complex. It is probably too early to suggest the way in which the lateral tension of the elastic membranes could be controlled. This would depend on the detailed nature of the system under study : a « theoretical rigid frame » which we introduced in our calculations cannot easily be created in the laboratory. Let us, however, attract the reader's attention to the case of polymerized phospholipid vesicles recently studied by Sackmann, Ringsdorf and their collaborators [17, 18] . In such closed objects the tension can be introduced by varying both the osmotic pressure difference Ap (between the interior and the exterior of the vesicles) and the temperature. For instance, by decreasing the temperature one can contract the polymerized network of the phospholipids by solidifying the membrane components (5) . One could also imagine that the polymerized vesicles will buckle if one decreases their interior volume, V (e.g. by changing Op) [19] . This cannot happen in fluid membranes, nor even in erythrocytes (note that the network of spectrins in the erythrocytes is not polymerized but only forms a ionic gel [21] ) since in these systems the changes in V will simply provoke the global shape transformations [19] . Such 
